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In the spirit of great Space Opera by Peter F Hamilton, Jack Campbell, and Larry Niven comes
Aeon 14. If you love strong heroines like Kris Longknife, then you're going to love Tanis Richards.
Major Richards needs to get out of the Sol SystemDemoted by the military and hung out to dry, the
media labels her the Butcher of Toro. Despite her soiled record, Tanis still one of the best military
counter-insurgency officers in the Terran Space Force. And they need her to find the terrorists
responsible for trying to destroy the GSS Intrepid, a massive interstellar colony ship in the final
phases of construction at the Mars Outer Shipyards.Itâ€™ll be her ticket out of the Sol system, but
Tanis discovers she is up against more than mercenaries and assassins. Major corporations and
governments have a vested interest in ensuring the Intrepid never leaves Sol, ultimately pitting
Tanis against factions inside her own military.With few friends left, Tanis will need to fight for her life
to get outsystem.Categories include: space opera ebook series, space opera military fiction, space
opera military fiction adventure, space opera novels, space opera action adventure series, military
science fiction series, colonization science fiction, science fiction AI, Space Marines
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For this and more reviews, visit us at Bookluvrs Haven.Major Tanis Richards. Strong. Cold. Militant.
Soldier. Woman.She kicks some serious ass.She is also the reason why I picked up this novel to
review. I am not a science fiction fan, normally. I am quite choosy with that genre and tend to
navigate more towards fantasy. Mainly because science fiction writers have a much greater
imagination than I could ever hope to have of my own. In fact, science fiction writers blow me away.
I wish I could see into their minds and visualize along with them. I would enjoy the stories so much
more, I think. Left to my own meager devices, my imagination sometimes fails to give me a picture
of what all the gadgetry, ships, and biological or non-biological beings walking around in said story,
look like! But I figured, since I love strong kick ass heroines, I would be satisfied reading about
Tanis, even if everything going on around her maybe didn't make much sense to me... or so I
hoped.It took me a while to figure out that 'humans' are not quite fully human in this world that
author Michael Cooper created. They are altered with technology. They have AI's and all sort of
gadgets installed that sound quite cool, but were challenging to me in getting the visual. But I think
that if I were to imagine her character, the pic included in our blog review feels pretty good. And she
definitely rocked it in this book, and kicked so much butt that Chuck Norris would be jealous.I wasn't
disappointed. The action in this novel is off the charts!I grasped enough of what was going on to
follow along.

Outsystem is not your typical military science fiction. It's much more than that. Major Tanis Richards
is a very strong female protagonist. She's in charge of security for the colony ship, Intrepid, still
under construction. She takes her job very seriously.Major Richards is always on top of things with
her strategy three steps ahead of the enemy. You see, someone very powerful wants to see the
Intrepid destroyed by any means necessary. That unknown someone employs mercenaries,
assassins, saboteurs, and even has a price on the head of Maj. Richards.From start to finish, this is
an action-packed thrill ride of military sci-fi. The bad guys never seem to stop and always seem to
have Tanis with her back against the wall. Never to be outsmarted, Tanis uses every trick in her big
book of tactics to overcome the enemy.This is all about a race to colonize a distant world. There are
two colony ships under construction, the Intrepid and the Dakota. While the Intrepid is subjected to
all sorts of sabotage, the Dakota seems to be skating by without a problem. My first thought would
be to suspect that the Dakota's backers had something to do with the troubles on the Intrepid. This
obvious angle isn't even spoken about until near the end of the book. It seemed so onvious to this
reader.Another aspect to this space opera is that almost everyone has an artificial intelligence
implanted in their brains, with the military personnel having the most advanced. The military folks

also have industrial strength body mods which allow them to take severe injuries without much
problem as well as being able to move quite fast, like running at 30 mph.The only real problem that I
had with this story, was keeping track of the different alphabet agencies.
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